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THE MAPLE SUGAR INDUSTRY OF^THEJARM
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A, toll* To-dny I. p.* „ C,„^„ thll Produtt lht Mjp|(
Tree, with Some «1 In Past History. Modern Methods and Equipment are 

Necessary In the Manufacture of a First-Class Article

first get in touch with manufacturera 
machines who will gladly furnish them with full 
details of

of such

requirements, estimates of cost, etc. 
In my own bush, I have installed a 5 x 18 ft! 
Champion Evaporator, manufactured by the 
Grimm Mft. Co. of Montreal, which handles very 
easily the sop from 1,000 trees and can take care 
of many more if necessary.

I have tried nearly every 
have seen and have satisfied

THE Maple industry la an old and long eatab- 
I bailed one. It had ita origin with the 

Aborigines ol Cenada-the Indiana who cm. 
ployed only the moat primitive and ol cnirrac 
wsatetu! methods. Later on the early white eat- 
tiers, copying but improving on the methods of 
the Indiana, began by making uae ol wooden 
«ponte fashioned to 61 the holes that they bored 
m the trees with an auger. The auger-hole took 
the place of the gouge in previous use. For re- 
ci ,-taciea, wooden troughs were roughly gouge,1 
out; some nearby baaawood or pine tree furnish 
mg the material. These served ‘he purpose fairly 
well, but when the sun shone strongly on the 

on which they were laid, and melted it 
suddenly over they would go, spilling the precious* 
contents on the ground.

The gathering was mostly done by hand or by 
main strength and when the sap was collected it 
was boiled into sugar in large iron kettles, strung 
sometimes tli or four on a large pole. On ac
count of the g»eat amount of sparks falling into 
the boiling contents of these kettles, and the fact 
that it was boiled altogether in an iron vessel, 
the result was that the finished product was often 
of a very dark and uninviting appearance.

As "commercial'' sugar was

kind of spout that I 
myself that there is 

to compare with the improved Grimm No. 2 
They will soon

much of f 
past generation.

The makers of the improved evaporators have 
only improved on the plan of the pioneers in the 
ha lulling of the 
In the old way 
at one end of the row and dipped from one to an
other, gradually becoming stronger as it reached 
the end of the line. To-day we have tinned

the "fun" of the antiquated system of the

pay for themselves in the increased 
sap. I doubted this until induced to try 

200 and thus prove them for myself. I distributed 
them when tapping all through my bush amongst 
the others I had been using. I was so thoroughly 
convinced of the truth of the claims of superior- 
ity made by the firm, that the next season I used 
them to the exclusion of all others. Besides I 
never have reamed out the holes as my trees are 
not the largest and I am always well satisfied with 
the amount of sap I get from the first boring.

The greatest drawback to the sugaring indu 
to-day-but one which I am glad to say is being 
gradually regulated by wise laws—is the adultera
tion of the pure product which has been largely 
resorted to by unscrupulous dealers, and I regret 
to say, m some instances though not to any great 
extent, by makers.

Maple sugar makers can never hope to compete 
with other manufacturers of syrup and sugar in 
the open market nor do they need to do so. Theirs 

altogether different and superior article. It 
people demand and which 

they ungrudgingly pay for once they are satisfied 
diey are getting a pure and unadulterat>d article. 
No one who lias a good maple bush need be afraid 
to fit it up, as the demand for pure syrup always 
is equal to, if not in excess of, the supply and at 
fairly renumerative prices.

sap; but it is a vast improvement, 
the sap was poured into a kettle

spouts, tin buckets, tin gathering tanks, storage 
tanks of the same material. The sap never touches

n
1
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j is the maple flavor that

rather a luxury in 
those days and money was proportionately scarce, 
the maple product supplied the wants of the set
tlers very acceptably. But, as those who had been 
making it in a larger way and who sold their sur 
plus make, began to see the possibility of mak- 
ing their maple bushes a source of profit and an 
additional revenue to their farms, they began to 
look about for more improved methods of hand
ling the sap. At this point we notice the passing 
away of much of the'romantic part of the industry, 
where the young people of the settlement were

V

It costs much more now than of old to produce 
suga- : fuel, labor, camp 

necessary utensils are so much more 
expensive. But let a farmer begin right, by pur
chasing the most approved, up-to-date outfit he 
can procure, attend strictly to every detail, make 
a strictly honest article, giving good quality, 
weight and measure, label his goods to show his 
customers he is not ashamed to have them know 
who made it, and that he guarantees the contents 
to be free from any adulteration whatever and he 
may feel assured that he will enjoy a ready and 
increasing demand for all that he can supply.

The total pure maple product at the present 
time is only some three or four pounds per head 
of the population. It should be more. As I have 
already noted, one great drawback to the industry 
is the amount of "compound" and adulterated 
stuff put on the market some of which has not a 
drop of pure maple whatever in it but is flavored 
with a preparation called "Maple Flavor." With 
this adulterated article bridled by suitable legis
lation, the pure maple product as manufactured 
by modem means in a properly equipped sugar 
camp would enjoy a wider reputation and be more 
early sought for by the consuming public, to the 
mutual advantage of both producer and consumer.

a gallon of pure maple 
and all

An Improved Covered Sap Bucket 

-r“™

accustomed to gather around the camp fire and 
mjojr to the lull, the hin ol the old-Ieehioned 
"sugaring off."

Then came the shanty or camp with ita brick
or stone arch and chimney and large pans and wood from the time it leaves the tree the ..n

eaters, bucket* of tin hung from metal spout*, coming into the evaporator by the force of gravita
e trees being Upped, gathering being done by tion from the storage tank and gradually working

horse and sleigh, syrup being manufactured as its way by means of the same force from nr.8

the ^ A£ a rCady mar,ket Waa ,ound toT compartment of the machine to another until at
weTt mat: ZZZ ^ ““T 1,16 ,&r cnd * the machine it is finish^ and
in the Province of Quebec^Tarre^ugar “g^carn^ mapk syru" ^ beaUtüUl “d dP,iCi0UB

„u,„ .„d „m,p ol ,h. most hoouhlu, .„d attrac- to, a ahort Urn, ,h=„.û” !.. ra,ch1u£‘‘

ior article both in flavor and in appearance. Notive appearance and flavor.
This could never have been possible without the 

advent of the modem and up-to-date evaporators 
and appliances we now have. The business has 
lost much of the hard toilsome work

farmer who hss a maple bush large enough from 
which to make enough syrup for home use should 
be without an up-to-date evaporator. Anyone who 
contemplates fitting up their sugar-bush should


